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We employ inelastic light scattering with magnetic fields to study intersubband spin plasmons in

a quantum well. We demonstrate the existence of a giant collective spin-orbit (SO) field that splits the

spin-plasmon spectrum into a triplet. The effect is remarkable as each individual electron would be

expected to precess in its own momentum-dependent SO field, leading to D’yakonov-Perel’ dephasing.

Instead, many-body effects lead to a striking organization of the SO fields at the collective level. The

macroscopic spin moment is quantized by a uniform collective SO field, five times higher than the

individual SO field. We provide a momentum-space cartography of this field.
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Spin-orbit (SO) coupling arises from relativity: the spin
of an electron moving at a velocity v in a static electric field
E sees a magnetic field BSO ¼ �ð1=c2Þv� E (c is the
speed of light) [1]. This magnetic field splits the energy
levels of atoms, giving rise to their fine structure [2]. For an
ensemble of itinerant electrons in solids, such a simple
quantizing effect cannot be expected because of the distri-
bution of velocities. Momentum-dependent SO fields
cause each individual electronic spin to precess with its
own axis, which destroys spin coherence (D’yakonov-
Perel’ [DP] decoherence [3]). This sets practical limita-
tions on many proposed applications in emerging quantum
technologies such as spintronics [4–8].

However, this DP picture is appropriate only for situ-
ations where the macroscopic spin is carried by individual
electrons, which is often the case [5,8–11]. Here, we
demonstrate that Coulomb interaction, which plays a cen-
tral role in collective spin excitations, can drastically mod-
ify this picture, and give rise to macroscopic quantum
objects. We will focus on intersubband (ISB) spin plas-
mons in doped semiconductor quantumwells, which, as we
shall see, are ideal to study the interplay of SO coupling
and Coulomb interactions.

In a III–V quantum well, internal SO fields arise from
the lack of an inversion center of the crystalline unit cell
and from an asymmetric confining potential [12], referred
to as Dresselhaus [13] and Rashba [14] fields, respectively.
Hence, a conduction electron with momentum k, moving
in the plane of a [001]-oriented quantum well, experiences
a SO magnetic field

B SOðkÞ ¼ 2�

g�B

ky
�kx

� �
þ 2�

g�B

kx
�ky

� �
; (1)

(to lowest order in k) for coordinate systems with x̂ k ½100�
and ŷ k ½010�. Here, � and � are the Rashba and linear
Dresselhaus coupling constants [12], respectively, g is
the electron g factor, and �B the Bohr magneton. BSO

produces an intrinsic k-dependent spin splitting [9,10]
and a k-dependent spin orientation [6,15] of single-
electron conduction states.
In such a system, electrons can exhibit collective spin

dynamics when excited from the first to the second sub-
band of the quantum well. These so-called ISB spin plas-
mons, which arise from Coulomb interactions, are
energetically well separated from the continuum of ISB
single-particle excitations [16,17]. In the absence of a
transferred momentum q and external magnetic field
Bext, time reversal symmetry, together with the [001]-
axis symmetry of the quantum well, average out the
k-dependent BSO. Hence, no macroscopic SO force is
acting on the electron gas, and the spin plasmons are
degenerate. However, when transferring an in-plane mo-
mentum q to the electron gas, the translation symmetry is
broken, and BSOðkÞ does not average out anymore.
In this situation, it has been predicted [18,19] that de-

spite the spread of BSOðkÞ, a collective SO magnetic field
Bcoll

SO ðqÞ emerges, splitting the spin plasmon branch into

three modes [Fig. 1(a)]: one longitudinal oscillation mode
(mk) and two transverse precession modes (mþ and m�).
In the present work, we focus on these transverse modes,
whose frequencies are shifted in opposite directions by SO
coupling. We propose that due to Coulomb interaction,
these modes behave as macroscopic quantum objects,
characterized by a collective spin magnetic moment
M and, thus, subject to an interaction energy WðqÞ ¼
�M �Bcoll

SO ðqÞ. Within this framework, the downward (up-

ward) energy shift of themþ (m�) mode is explained by its
projected magnetic moment being parallel (antiparallel) to
the quantizing field Bcoll

SO ðqÞ [Fig. 1(c), left]. Then, in the

presence of an external magnetic field, we expect both
fields to superpose [5,11] [Fig. 1(c), right] and the interac-
tion energy to become

WðqÞ ¼ �M � ðBcoll
SO ðqÞ þBextÞ: (2)
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Wewill demonstrate that this fine structure model correctly
captures the physics of the ISB spin plasmons.

We carry out inelastic light-scattering measurements
in a [001]-oriented, asymmetrically modulation-doped
GaAs=AlGaAs quantum well. The electron density is
2:3� 1011 cm�2, and the mobility 2� 107 cm2 V�1 s�1

at the working temperature T ’ 2 K (superfluid helium)
[20]. Inelastic light-scattering [16,21] is a powerful tool to
study spin excitations at a given transferred momentum q
[Fig. 2(a), inset] [20]. Standard selection rules [16] allow
us to address the various types of ISB excitations individu-
ally. As shown in the spectra of Fig. 2(a) (top), the charge
plasmon is observed only when the incident and scattered
photon have parallel polarizations (polarized geometry),
while the spin plasmon appears when they have orthogonal
polarizations (depolarized geometry). The single-particle
excitations continuum appears in both configurations (here
as a shoulder of the charge plasmon peak). From now on
we focus on the spin-plasmon peak, obtained in the depo-
larized geometry where only the transverse modes mþ and
m� are probed. Typical spectra, taken in the absence of an
external magnetic field, are presented in Fig. 2(a) (bottom).
These are obtained for a momentum of fixed magnitude
q ¼ 8:0 �m�1, but various in-plane orientations, labeled
by the angle ’ between q and the [110] direction of
the quantum well. The spectra exhibit a single,

quasi-Lorentzian peak of full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) w; when plotting w for various ’ [Fig. 2(c)], w
is modulated quasisinusoidally with a period �. This
modulation is a characteristic of the twofold symmetry of
SO splitting [Fig. 1(b)], with a maximum along [110]
(’ ¼ 0�) and a minimum along ½�110� (’ ¼ 90�).
Furthermore, as seen in Figs. 2(b)–2(d), the amplitude of
the modulation decreases with decreasing q, in agreement
with Fig. 1(a). Both characteristics confirm the SO origin
of the modulation. This suggests that the observed Raman
line is the sum of two Lorentzian peaks corresponding to
the transverse spin-plasmon modes mþ and m�, split by �
[Fig. 2(a), red dashed lines]. By independently determining
the FWHM of the latter peaks, we will extract the splitting
�ðqÞ by deconvolution, and demonstrate the consistency of
our model.
We determine the collective SO field Bcoll

SO ðqÞ by apply-

ing an external magnetic field Bext. Since Bcoll
SO ðqÞ is ex-

pected [19] to lie in the plane of the quantum well for our
[001]-oriented sample, Bext will be applied in the well
plane (quasi-Voigt geometry). If the spin-plasmon moment
M is of quantum nature, its energy levels will be quantized
by the total field Btot ¼ Bcoll

SO ðqÞ þBext. Following Eq. (2),

the splitting � will then be given by

� ¼ 2�Btot ¼ 2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðBext þBcoll

SO � uÞ2 þ ðBcoll
SO � uÞ2

q
;

(3)

FIG. 2 (color online). Anisotropic splitting of the ISB spin-
plasmon modes. (a) Top panel: Inelastic light-scattering spec-
trum of the ISB excitations, in polarized (dashed line) and
depolarized (solid line) geometry. Bottom panel: Depolarized
spectra obtained at fixed q ¼ 8:0 �m�1, by varying the in-plane
angle ’ measured from ½110� (vertical offset for clarity). The
single, quasi-Lorentzian peak observed is the sum of two
Lorentzians (red dashed lines for the ’ ¼ 90� spectrum) of
same amplitude and linewidth, corresponding to the transverse
spin-plasmon modes mþ and m� split by an amount �. Inset:
Scattering geometry showing angle definitions; ki and ks are the
incoming and scattered light wave vectors. (b–d) Variation of the
linewidth w with ’ for q ¼ 10:2, 8.0, and 5:4 �m�1 respec-
tively. Lines: Theory (see text).

FIG. 1 (color online). Fine structure model of ISB spin plas-
mons. (a) Threefold splitting, induced by SO coupling, of the
ISB spin-plasmon modes. �E denotes the difference of the
mode energies with and without SO coupling, calculated for
the studied GaAs quantum well, and q is the magnitude of the
plasmon momentum (here q k ½110�). The splitting � between
the transverse m� modes is almost linear in q. (b) For a fixed
q ¼ 8:0 �m�1, calculated modulation of the splitting � with
the in-plane orientation of q, labeled by the angle ’ to [110].
(c) Sketch of the proposed interpretation of the transverse ISB
spin plasmons m�, as the precession of antiparallel � collective
magnetic moments about Bcoll

SO at zero external field (left), and

about the superposition Bcoll
SO þBext when an external magnetic

field Bext is applied (right).
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where � is the quantized value of the spin-plasmon mag-
netic moment and u is a unit vector parallel to the direction
of Bext.

For a given q, we record a series of spectra at varying
Bext, with Bext applied successively along two crossed
directions: Bext ? q and Bext k q. Figures 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively, present the composite linewidth w as a func-
tion of Bext for these two configurations. The various plots
are obtained for fixed q ¼ 8:0 �m�1, and a set of eight
angles ’, spaced by 22.5� within a period �. Each plot
exhibits a clear minimum for a certain value of Bext and is
symmetric with respect to that minimum.

According to Eq. (3), each minimum corresponds to the
situation where Bext exactly cancels the component of
Bcoll

SO ðqÞ parallel to it, Bext ¼ �Bcoll
SO � u. Using this

criterion, we extract the component Bcoll
SO;k of the collective

SO field parallel to q from the plots of Fig. 3(a) and the
perpendicular component Bcoll

SO;? from the plots of Fig. 3(b).

Figure 4(a) presents the values for Bcoll
SO;k (filled circles)

and Bcoll
SO;? (open circles). We find that Bcoll

SO;k is antisym-

metric about the ½�110� direction (’ ¼ 90�) and Bcoll
SO;? is

symmetric.
To push the analysis further, we need experimental

access to the SO splitting �. This can be done by determin-
ing the linewidth of the m� modes [see Fig. 2(a)]. The
latter is inferred from the zero external field and zero
momentum value of the FWHM w of the composite peak
(not shown), since in that case we expect the splitting � to
vanish [see Fig. 1(a)] and both peaks to lie perfectly on top
of each other. This yields 0:124� 0:005 meV.

This linewidth value can be compared to theory. ISB
spin plasmons are expected to be immune against DP
dissipation [18,19]. Thus, owing to the very high mobility
of the sample and the low working temperature, we expect

the linewidth to be dominated by an intrinsic many-body
effect, the spin Coulomb drag (SCD) [22–24]. The SCD is
caused by a friction of Coulomb origin between carriers of
opposite spin moving with different momenta. The ISB
spin plasmon, where spin densities oscillate out of phase
along the growth axis, provides an optimal scenario for the
SCD [23]. A calculation of the corresponding linewidth
within a local-density approximation yields an SCD line-
width of the order of a fraction of an meV, confirming that
the dominant dissipation source is the SCD. As the latter is
mainly due to the out-of-plane spin density oscillation, its
q dependence, for q much smaller than the Fermi momen-
tum, is weak and only to second order. Hence, we decon-
volute all the wðBextÞ curves using the experimentally
determined 0.124 meV.
Figure 4(e) presents �ðBextÞ (symbols as in Fig. 3),

obtained by deconvolution of the data of Fig. 3(a). Using
Eq. (3), we can now evaluate the collective magnetic mo-
ment of the spin plasmons as � ¼ �ðBext ¼ 0Þ=ð2jBcoll

SO jÞ.
This ratio is plotted in Fig. 4(b) (squares) for the various
’ probed. It appears constant with ’ within the experi-
mental error. We deduce � ¼ 28:8� 0:7 �eVT�1 ¼
ð0:50� 0:01Þ�B.
The consistency of our interpretation of the data with

the model of Eq. (3) is demonstrated in Fig. 4(e), which
compares the experimental data points for �ðBextÞ with the
relation �ðBextÞ ¼ 2�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðBext þ Bcoll

SO;kÞ2 þ Bcoll
SO;?

2
q

(lines),

using the previously determined values of Bcoll
SO;k, B

coll
SO;?,

and �. An excellent agreement is found without introduc-
ing any fitting parameters.
We further validate our model by checking the q depen-

dence of �. We repeat the same experimental procedure
for other values of q. Figure 4(c) presents the values of
the minimum (’ ¼ 90�, open diamonds) and maximum

FIG. 3 (color online). Variation of the composite linewidth w with the external magnetic field Bext. (a) wðBextÞ plots obtained in the
configuration Bext k q for a fixed q ¼ 8:0 �m�1 and various in-plane angles ’ (measured from [110]). (b) Corresponding wðBextÞ
plots obtained for Bext ? q. Lines are guides for the eyes. Each wðBextÞ plot is symmetric about a certain value of the external field
(marked by a dotted circle) which cancels the corresponding component of the collective SO field Bcoll

SO ðqÞ.
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(’ ¼ 0�, filled diamonds) modulus of Bcoll
SO . They appear

proportional to q. Figure 4(d) shows the angular average of
the magnetic moment � (squares). Interestingly, � turns
out to be practically constant with q. This demonstrates
that all of the SO effects are contained in Bcoll

SO ðqÞ, and that
� is indeed the largest quantized projection of the intrinsic
ISB spin-plasmon magnetic moment M onto the field

direction. This point is confirmed by noting that � �
2 jgj�B

2 , that is, � is very close to twice the magnetic mo-

ment of a single electron (when considering the g factor
of bulk GaAs, g ¼ �0:445). This is consistent with the
fact that an ISB spin plasmon involves transitions between
two spin 1=2 states, i.e., excitations of spin magnitude 1.
Our results thus show that the ISB plasmon maintains the
spin magnitude of a single elementary excitation, while the
many-body effects are absorbed in the collective magnetic
field Bcoll

SO ðqÞ. Hence, the quantized projection of the plas-

mon magnetic moment can either be �� [m� modes; see
Fig. 1(c)] or 0 [mk mode, whose energy is unaltered by SO

coupling].

To summarize the experimental part, we validated our
fine structure model by demonstrating the internal consis-
tency of measurements—with and without magnetic
field—with Eqs. (2) and (3). We emphasize again that
this did not involve any adjustable parameters.
All elements are now in place to see how the collective

SO magnetic field Bcoll
SO emerges from the k-dependent

single-particle magnetic fields BSOðkÞ given by Eq. (1).
The ISB spin plasmon is a superposition of single-particle
transitions from momentum k in the first subband to kþ q
in the empty second subband. Thus, each electron-hole
pair experiences a crystal magnetic field difference
�BSOðk;qÞ ¼ BSO;2ðkþ qÞ � BSO;1ðkÞ, given by

g�B

2
�BSOðk;qÞ¼�2

qy

�qx

 !
þ�2

qx

�qy

 !
þð�2��1Þ

� ky

�kx

 !
þð�2��1Þ

kx

�ky

 !
; (4)

where the subscript n ¼ 1, 2 refers to the subband index.
With �1¼3:5meV �A, �2¼2:8meV �A, �1¼0:22meV �A,

and �2 ¼ 0:79 meV �A, we are able to reproduce the ex-
perimental data in Figs. 2(b)–2(d) and Figs. 4(a)–4(e) in
a quantitatively accurate way (see lines), using a linear-
response formalism based on time-dependent density-
functional theory.
�BSOðk;qÞ contains a k-independent part, which is thus

the same for all electron-hole pairs, and a k-dependent
part. The latter could have a disorganizing effect,
causing DP dephasing. This is indeed what occurs for
single-particle spin dynamics [5,8–11]. But here, the
k-dependence turns out to be exactly canceled by an addi-
tional dynamical Coulombic contribution [19], explaining
how a uniform Bcoll

SO ðqÞ can emerge.

In a simple scenario, one could expect Bcoll
SO ðqÞ to be

aligned with the k-independent part of �BSOðk;qÞ, with a
slightly enhanced magnitude. But what is found is that

Bcoll
SO ðqÞ ¼ ½ð2� 5:25Þ=ðg�BÞ�ð�qy þ �qx;��qx � �qyÞ

(within 3%), with �� ¼ ð�1 þ �2Þ=2 and ��¼ð�1þ�2Þ=2.
That is, many-body effects tilt the k-independent part of
�BSOðk;qÞ, align it with the average single-particle SO
field difference, and amplify it by a factor of about five.
Such a magnification effect due to dynamical many-

body interactions is quite remarkable. At first glance, one
would expect Coulomb-induced enhancements to be
roughly of order rs (Wigner-Seitz radius), which is ’ 1:3
for the studied sample. On the other hand, recent experi-
ments [25,26] suggest that the interplay of Coulomb and
SO interactions could manifest in a mutual boost, leading
to significant enhancement of electronic spin splittings,
especially in low-dimensional systems [27].
In conclusion, we have shown that many-body effects

can produce a significant departure from the single-particle
picture of SO effects in crystals. In an ISB spin plasmon,
despite the spread of electronic velocities, a well-organized

FIG. 4 (color online). SO collective field and magnetic mo-
ment. (a) Components of the collective SO field parallel (Bcoll

SO;k,
filled circles) and perpendicular (Bcoll

SO;?, open circles) to q for

q ¼ 8:0 �m�1, as extracted from the data of Fig. 3, and com-
pared with theory (lines). (b) Spin-plasmon magnetic moment�,
experimental (squares) and theoretical (line). (c) Minimum
(open diamonds) and maximum (filled diamonds) SO field
jBcoll

SO j versus q, compared to theoretical values (lines).

(d) Spin-plasmon magnetic moment averaged over ’, experi-
mental (squares) and theoretical (line), as a function of q.
(e) Variation of the SO splitting � with external magnetic field
Bext k q, for q ¼ 8:0 �m�1 (symbols, same as in Fig. 3). The
experimental data are very well reproduced by Eq. (3) (lines).
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spin dynamics emerges at the collective level. The elec-
trons coherently precess about a giant SO field, which
gives rise to a fine structure of the spin-plasmon spectrum.
This effect, which might also play a role in other helical
liquids [27,28], reveals novel opportunities for magnetiza-
tion control with collective SO fields.
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